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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!

 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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This game is truly excellent. As to be expected of a choose-your-adventure game, there's a multitude of options: but they're
gripping, well played out, and genuinely change the course of the story. Your skills and relationships influence the plot as well;
they're not superfluous percentages that have no bearing on your gameplay.

As should be the case, what I loved most was the /story/. The excitement of battle, the attention to detail, the complicated
politics -- all very well done. The writing is very good.

What initially tipped the scales for me to buy the game was the fact that it offered not just an option for the MC to be queer, but
ALSO gave you the chance to be poly, AND gave you the chance to be trans or nonbinary (or trans nonbinary). Like, damn.
What game does that? Those features were crucial to my engagement wit the game, though I do wish my gender identity had
been mentioned/acknowledged a bit more.

Overall, yeah, strongly recommend Choice of the Pirate. You can be a poly gay trans pirate queen and honestly isn't that what all
of us want?. A.R.E.S is a megaman/contra wannabe game that fails to meet the requirements of a worthwhile action platformer.
I beat it, then immediately uninstalleld it because I hated it.
Tight Controls? N.O.P.E.
Upgrades that open new areas? M.I.S.S.I.N.G.
Good Story to motivate you? W.E.A.K.
Fun Gameplay? C.L.U.N.K.Y.
Lots of enemies? F.E.W.
Good Platforming? S.H.I.T.T.Y.

In fact, CLUNKY is the best 1 word description of this game. They should rename the game C.L.U.N.K.Y. The clumsy robot
clown in outerspace dumb town. Speaking of dumb town, this is some of the worst level design ever. Holy cow some of the
platform placement is just mind boggling. And the monsters respawn if you go just a tad off screen...yeah, you know, like when
gamesystems didn't have enough memory to store which monsters had been defeated so instead they just had positional spawns
and moving between areas caused them to instantly reappear? Hey, this game does it too! Expect it's on your multi-GB memory
PC where they could have made the combat interesting and compelling instead of repetitive brain numbing crap.

But hey, they made respawning PART of the game, because you have to farm this stupid "currency" that enemies drop to
upgrade. And it takes WAY too much to upgrade of course silly face! No reason to have any fun here, you bought this game
because you forgot how much you hated yourself again!

Some nice tunes though, shame they are wasted on this turd.

Yeah, this game is almost fun.
You should almost buy it...almost...but don't.

2/10 for C.L.U.N.K.Y. THE CLUMSY ROBOT CLOWN IN OUTERSPACE DUMB TOWN.. This is an outstanding,
challenging, and historically-informed game with a lovely aesthetic and pleasing soundtrack. Anyone with an interest in strategy
games, antiquity, or ancient Egypt specifically should certainly play it. It is well worth it and I hope that the developers will
follow up with an Egypt: Middle Kingdom and even an Egypt: New Kingdom. I would certainly play those..
░░░░░░░░░░░█████████████░░░░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░███░███░░░░░░██░░░░░░░░░░░
███░░░░░██░░░░██░██████████░░░░░░░░
████████░░░░░░████░░░░░░░██░░░░░░░░
████░░░░░░░░░░██░░██████████░░░░░░░
████░░░░░░░░░░░███░░░░░░░░░██░░░░░░
████░░░░░░░░░░░██░░██████████░░░░░░
████░░░░░░░░░░░░████░░░░░░░░█░░░░░░
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░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░██░░░█░░░░░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░░░█░░░░░░░░░░░░
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░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░███░░░░░░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░. Got this one as part of a bundle - A
fun little game with a nice mechanic to it. I will say that I wouldn't pay full price for it but if it's on offer or part of a bundle -
Grab it!. I mainly bought Dinocide because of nostalgia and because I like 8-bit-styled games. The soundtrack sounds almost as
if it was composed on that old tech they used way back. Monsters are actually challenging and hunger mechanics... well, makes
you want to punch the screen sometimes. And that's... to my surprise, quite satisfactory. I missed that kind of gameplay and I
like that there are some people who still make games like that. I haven't seen any bugs whatsoever and controls are quite smooth
as well. So it's a solid game with a nice little story about caveman saving his GF. And Snakes!. I have played this game more
than just about any other one, my friends and I take turns and have a blast. I love the zombie horde style without taking itself too
seriously. Great arcade experience!. Me: *15 mins into the game* I can already feel the insanity within (ﾉ◕ヮ◕)ﾉ. Well get it
while its cheap. You ll realistically only want Kaine's item. But it has a tremendous impact on your gold gain once you ll get it
legendary. Tbh i think its the overall best item in the game. All the other items\/packs are at best mediocre and barely worth it
for starters, but that one is the best. In my humble newbs with 2 week or less stage opinion.. Pretty decent game i ike the
concept and the bullet patterns and the objective is pretty cool.

The character designs are pretty cool the music is nicey done.

"DSW still keeps the crown but if you keep this game up its just as good"
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The trading cards is the only thing thats worth getting the game. I played the 'revised' path and it's one of my favorite free
experiences in VR.. Needs more maps and some tools to speed up the end of the rounds when 2 players can't kill eachother.
Could use rewards for winning/ranking up. Really tacky of Capcom to ask money for these slots> Fortunately most of them are
entirely superfluous>

TLDR_ Only the Parts Storage is truly useful but only buy them as and when you require them, it is possible you can make do
without any of these>

If you KNOW you want them then by all means go for it> Otherwise here is my review of the three different types you can
buy> I bought the first upgrade of each type out of curiosity and here are my conclusions after about fourty hours of RAID
mode>

_ Parts Storage _ At least the first slot is worth getting if you like to buy all parts you can afford from the store> Buy more if
you find you need them> I like to stockpile parts so I can upgrade them as early as possible> Parts are randomised in the store
each time you load the vestibule> Either by reloading RAID mode, or by clearing a mission> Since reloading RAID mode is a
ballache method of farming parts you require I just buy most parts from the store as I want or can afford after each mission>
Having the extra slots ACTUALLY HAS VALUE UNLIKE BUYING EITHER OF THE TWO OTHER TYPES AS I WILL
EXPLAIN WHY BELOW>>>

_ Weapon Storage _ Only worth it if you like to have different variants of the exact same weapon because if you are happy with
one of each VARIANT of each type {one of every individual weapon} you dont need to upgrade this at all>

_ Record Storage _ Not sure why you would need this as long as you can be bothered to either evaluate or sell records after
every few missions > Dont bother buying this under any circumstances _ unless you absolutely know you want it>

This review is written with wierd symbols because I thought saving seventy pounds on a mechanical keyboard by buying a Razer
Tournament Edition rather than something professional with competent drivers like a Filco was a good idea so I have to do
without normal punctuation or numbers while typing within the steam client and sometimes on websites like Reddit. DO NOT
EVER BUY A RAZER KEYBOARD.. Difficult to recommend for anyone other than big fans of the visual novel genre, and I
deliberated on whether or not this was worth recommending. Leaning for no. If you're a fan of VNs (like me), this game will be
worth your time; otherwise, I would look elsewhere.

The game promises you the ability to change the genre of the story, but the consequence of that is that too many different plot
elements all seem to merge together into some kind of overwhelming mass, making the first playthrough very daunting. For all
the directions the game can take, they don't see particularly refined. The result is a rather schizophrenic experience that can
leave various threads unresolved, even with subsequent playthroughs. This game DOES improve with replays, and there are
definitely elements of the story I really like (especially concerning Alex and Rina), but it requires significant investment to dig
that up.

The stat-raising element of the game also disrupts the pacing of the game significantly. I found that I was grinding up knowledge
or stats quite a bit in anticipation of something, anything to happen. The plot takes a backseat to however you intend to break it,
and it doesn't really flow. This makes replays something of a chore, and the UI isn't well suited for that.

This is the first product of Sakura River and it offers a lot of potential for where they're going. I look forward to seeing more of
what they produce in the future.
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